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Abstract—The advancements of automated and autonomous
vehicles requires virtual verification and validation of automated
driving functions, in order to provide necessary safety levels
and to increase acceptance of such systems. The aim of our
work is to investigate the feasibility of combinatorial testing fault
localization (CT-FLA) in the domain of virtual driving function
testing. We apply CT-FLA to screen parameter settings that lead
to critical driving scenarios in a virtual verification and validation
framework used for automated driving function testing. Our
first results indicate that CT-FLA methods can help to identify
parameter-value combinations leading to crash scenarios.

Index Terms—Combinatorial testing, Combinatorial fault lo-
calization, AEB, autonomous driving, test scenario generation

I. INTRODUCTION

The advances in applications of artificial intelligence in the
field of automated and autonomous driving systems leads to
more complex systems and functions. Advanced driver assis-
tant systems and automated driving systems are safety critical,
i.e. a failure or unintended system behavior can cause accidents
with severe consequences. This leads inevitable to challenges
in terms of quality and safety assurance of automated driving
functions. In order to ensure that in every possible situation the
an advanced driver assistant or AD system decides for a correct
and safe behavior, it is necessary to test related systems and
functions extensively under different environmental and traffic
conditions. However, the high complexity of the systems in
use and the intractable number of input traffic scenarios and
environmental conditions makes exhaustive testing impossi-
ble, or infeasible to say the least. Rendering validation and
verification of AD functions an important and challenging
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problem [1]. The authors of [2] present a summary of the
major challenges in autonomous vehicle testing. They argue
that it would require hundreds of a million kilometers driven
of road testing, in order to statistically show that an automated
vehicle is as safe as a humanly driven vehicle. They thereby
point out the that ironically, the safer the vehicle driving is,
the higher the number of required test kilometers is. Similarly,
Karla and Paddock [3] give an estimation of more than 275
million miles required in order to perform such vehicle testing
when underlying the fatality rate of driving in the US. This
amounts to a testing time of 400 years assuming that there are
100 cars in use, driving continuously at an average speed of
25 miles per hour.

These numbers stress that distance based validation of
autonomous vehicles is not an acceptable solution. Since
automated vehicles need to be tested in different traffic
situations and in interactions with other vehicles, scenario-
based approaches are considered as proper methods for the
development of automated driving functions [4], [5], [6].
This however raises the question which scenarios to generate,
respectively how to automatically generate scenarios in order
to test automated driving functions. Thereby the focus lies
on generating critical scenarios, i.e. scenarios that lead to
a crash or nearly a crash involving the vehicle. In existing
works, combinatorial testing (CT) was used as one approach
to address this question [7], [8].

Contribution. In this paper we report the – to the best of
our knowledge – first application of combinatorial testing fault
localization (CT-FLA) methods for autonomous vehicle testing
in an industrial setting, focusing on a detailed case study
based on an autonomous emergency braking system from
AVL List GmbH (AVL). Particularly we address the problem
of evaluating automatically generated scenarios for virtual
validation and verification of automated driving functions.
We use CT-FLA to screen parameter settings that lead to
critical scenarios in a virtual verification validation framework
used for automated driving function testing, in the following



referred to as virtual driving test platform. For the domain
experts, it is important to find out which parameter settings,
and hence which parameters play an essential role in crash
scenarios. By means of CT-FLA we are able to identify t-
way interactions in the scenario specifications, that (are likely
to) result in a crash. The obtained information of (potential)
crash inducing t-way interactions can be used in further test
scenario generation in order to generate crash and near crash
scenarios more targeted. These efforts, must be understood as
part of the larger undertaking of verification and validation of
automated driving functions.

The automatic emergency braking (AEB) function strongly
contributes to the active safety properties of automotive ve-
hicles. Proper functioning of AEB increases vehicle and road
safety and further contributes to the acceptance of automated
driving in general. Conversely, misbehavior of this function,
e.g. by triggering the brake too late or groundlessly, can
cause severe road accidents with fatal consequences. It is
hence key to test the AEB functionality extensively. Extending
previous efforts, our case study focuses on this central and
representative function of automated driving.

This paper is structured as follows: Section II reviews
related work, Section III describes the general framework
conditions and the CT-FLA method we used. Thereafter, in
Section IV we give a detailed description of the set-up of our
case study, i.e. of the system under test (SUT), the used input-
parameter model (IPM), the virtual driving test platform and
the testing oracle. Our results are presented and discussed in
Section V, before we conclude this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Automated Driving Functions and Combinatorial Testing

The present work can also be seen as an extension of the
application of the combinatorial testing cycle (see Fig. 1) to
the domain of automated driving function testing where the
following works have appeared in the literature. The work
in [9] presents an algorithm that converts ontologies to input
parameter models (see [10] for more details on IPMs) and
further to combinatorial test suits. In [7] the authors discuss
main challenges of testing automated and autonomous vehicles
and propose to use CT based on automatically extracted
IPMs from ontologies as a solution. The main contribution
of [7] is the introduction of a general testing methodology for
automated and autonomous vehicles, that uses the algorithm of
[9] for mapping ontologies of the environment of the vehicle
to IPMs for CT. Thereafter, in [8] the developed ontology
based CT methods are improved (CT ONT2) and used in
an industrial setting for testing autonomous driving functions.
More specifically, the AEB function system from AVL was
tested in a concrete case study based using an ontology-
based representation of the domain and using CT for test case
generation. In [11] the focus was to use a genetic algorithm
for test parameter optimization in order to efficiently derive
critical driving scenarios for virtual testing. So far these efforts
culminate in the study presented in [12], where search based
testing, combinatorial testing and random testing have been

empirically compared for AEB function testing. The study
compares the scenarios generated from these methods, with
respect to the quantity and quality of the crashes recorded
during test execution. Thereby CT leads to the highest total
number of crashes and notably was the only method that lead
to all different types of crashes that where considered, this
holds for strength t = 3 and t = 2. However, in terms of
crash frequency, i.e. number of crashes per test scenario, CT
was inferior to search based testing.

The revisited works above all realize or refine the automated
testing methodology presented in [6]. Our present work aug-
ments this methodology by adding the aspect of combinatorial
fault localization to it.

Also other authors have applied CT in the automotive
domain. For example Dhadyalla, Kumari and Snell [13] thor-
oughly present the application of CT to a real hybrid electric
vehicle control system. Thereby two electronic control units
are modelled in terms of CT and their controller area network
messages and replaced with tests coming from 2-way, 3-way
and variable strength up to 4-way combinatorial test suites.
Lastly we want to mention that also sequential CT in the form
of sequence covering arrays have been used in the automotive
domain [14].

B. Combinatorial Fault Localization

Combinatorial testing fault localization (CT-FLA) can be
subdivided into adaptive and non-adaptive approaches. Non-
adaptive approaches do not depend on repeated test execution.
Fault location merely relies on the properties of the applied
combinatorial test suite and the execution results in form of
a pass/fail assignment to the tests. Combinatorial objects with
these desired properties were initially described in [15], and
have been generalized in several works, e.g. in [16] or in
[17]. These structures however are difficult to find or generate,
and the absence of powerful effective generation algorithms,
as of this writing, renders them impractical for applications.
However, they are not unusable by any means as the work in
[18] shows. Adaptive approaches, on the other hand, do rely
on an alternation of test execution and test generation, where
test results of earlier tests can shape the generation of later
tests, e.g. [19] and [20]. In multiple rounds of test execution
and test generation, the set of potential failure inducing t-way
interactions can be gradually concertized.

While CT in general has been applied successfully in several
industrial settings, see e.g. [21], [22] or [23], there are only
a few works known on the application of CT-FLA in such
settings.

In [19] the BEN tool, adaptive approach to CT-FLA has
been proposed, that generates new tests based on statistical
ranking of suspicious t-way interactions. When BEN has
access to the source code of a program, it can output a ranking
of the likelihood of statements to be faulty. In [24] an extensive
experimental evaluation showed that the proposed adaptive
CT-FLA method is applicable to real world software artifacts.
Later, in [25] the BEN tool has been used for evolving an
input model for security testing for XSS vulnerabilities, where



Fig. 1: Visualization of the combinatorial testing cycle, indicat-
ing the working areas of the contributing organizations AVL
List GmbH (AVL), Institute for Software Technology, Graz
University of Technology (IST) and the MATRIS Research
Group from SBA Research (MATRIS) in this case study.

the suspicious t-way interactions returned from BEN represent
input combinations suspected to enable XSS vulnerabilities.
Hence, the applied CT-FLA method is not particularly used
for combinatorial fault localization, but rather for identifying
input combinations that trigger a certain behaviour of the SUT.

In a similar way we can understand the work in [26]
and [27], where the concept of using CT-FLA for explaining
categorizations in data bases, or decisions of artificial intel-
ligence systems by means of t-way interactions is elucidated
and discussed. This line of research culminated so far in the
application of BEN to produce explanations for decisions of
image classifiers in [28].

The authors of [20] propose an interleaving approach,
where a failing test of an initial combinatorial test suite is
immediately examined by executing new tests directly after
it, aiming to identify the failure inducing t-way interaction
causing the original test to fail. The rational behind this
strategy is to identified failure-inducing interactions early and
guide the remaining test case generation. The proposed method
is also extensively evaluated experimentally by applying it to
five subject programs. It is worthwhile to mention that such an
approach requires a high frequent communication between the
SUT and the combinatorial test generation method, especially
when there are many failing tests, or failure inducing t-way
interactions.

The authors of [29] have integrated CT-FLA into an indus-
trial framework, as part of the commercial tool IBM FOCUS.
Roughly summarized, the followed approach consists of re-
placing each position of a failing test (coming from a CA of
strength t) with a safe-value that does not appear in any failing
test. Under the assumed preconditions the tool always returns a
failure inducing t-way interaction. They report on a promising
initial experience in applying it to an operating system where
the existence of a bug was known due to previous CT. Thanks
to their end to end automation, the failure inducing t-way
interactions were correctly identified and reported to a test
engineer without any manual intervention.

III. METHODOLOGY

In the following paragraphs we first describe the interpreta-
tion of the considered testing problem as a combinatorial fault
localization problem; second we describe the workflow of the
testing procedure; and third the CT-FLA method used for test
suite generation and analysis.

Automated driving functions are tested on virtual driving
environment platforms for their behaviour in different driving
scenarios. See for example [30] for a review of simulation-
based verification and validation methods. The execution of
a scenario can be understood as a simulation of a real world
traffic situation from the point of view of a vehicle - referred
to as the ego vehicle in the following - that is controlled using
automated driving functions, such as an AEB function. The
aim of our work is to get a better understanding why certain
scenarios simulated on the virtual driving platform result in
a crash, while others do not. To that extent in the testing
problem at hand, we can understand the AEB function as the
SUT. However its input is not modelled directly, but instead
the driving scenario that the virtual vehicle undergoes, or more
precisely the scenario specification, is specified by means of
an IPM that models the traffic situation.

For example, the speed and the type of the ego vehicle as
well as the number of other road users, their position and
their speed, is captured by the IPM and potential constraints
defined between the parameters. A more detailed description
of the used IPM will be given in Section IV. The individual
parameter-values are entered automatically to a virtual driv-
ing platform so that the simulation can be performed. The
individual driving scenarios thus represent a test case, which
can be derived for example from the rows of a covering array
(CA). In order to identify critical scenarios we rely the time-
to-collision (TTC), a well-known time-based safety indicator,
since several decades [31]. The TTC is defined for every
point in time, as the time span left until two vehicles would
collide, if no evasive action would be taken. In short, the lower
the TTC value, the more critical the driving situation, see
[32] and [33]. The TTC is collected throughout the whole
simulation of a scenario and if it gets dangerously small,
i.e. falls below a given threshold TTCcrit, at any point in
time, the scenario is considered to be critical. A TTC equal
or close to zero represents a crash. Finally, using the above
interpretation, parameter settings that are likely responsible or
essential for critical scenarios map to the concept of failure
inducing t-way interactions (FITs) from CT, see e.g. [34] but
also [19] and [20] where this notion is referred to as failure
causing schemas, or suspicious combinations respectively.
Table I summarizes the described interpretation of notions
from automated driving function testing in terms of CT. In
the following the terms failure inducing t-way interaction,
abbreviated as FIT, and crash inducing parameter setting can
be understood synonymous.

The structural and infrastructural circumstances in the docu-
mented case study are as follows. In the following we refer to
the main phases of a (simplified) combinatorial testing cycle
depicted in Fig. 1; and refer the interested reader to [10] for
more details on the combination strategies testing process. The
phases are split between the contributing organizations AVL
List GmbH (AVL), Institute of Software Technology at Graz
University of Technology (IST) and the MATRIS Research
Group from SBA Research (MATRIS) in the following way.
AVL operates the virtual driving test platform, and the IPM



TABLE I: Mapping between concepts from virtual driving
function testing and those of combinatorial testing.

Virtual driving function testing Combinatorial testing
AEB function System under test (SUT)
Driving scenario specification Input-parameter model (IPM)
Driving scenario Test vector
Time-to-collision (TTC) Testing oracle (oracle)
Driving scenario simulation Test execution
Non-crash scenario (TTC> TTCcrit) Passing test
Crash scenario (TTC≤ TTCcrit) Failing test
Crash inducing parameter setting Failure inducing t-way interaction (FIT)

IPM + Constraints (0)
Result post-processing (8)
Expert Interpretation(12)

Test suite generation (2)
CT-FLA analysis (10)

Test translation(5)
Test execution (6)

Task scheduling (4)

Raw test results (7)
Test results (9)

IPM + Constraints (1)

Test suite (3)

potential FITs (11) i ST

Fig. 2: The structure of the CT workflow in the considered
scenario, the numbers indicate the order in which the steps are
performed. The schematics shows leftmost the computation
unit from AVL, in the middle the development and testing
unit of AVL, and rightmost the research groups of IST and
MATRIS. The numbers (i) for i = 0, . . . , 12 indicate the order
in which the steps are performed.

for the same was also created jointly by AVL and IST.
The test suite generation is performed by MATRIS based
on the IPM obtained from AVL. The t-way test sets are
translated to executable tests using AVL’s internally developed
tool. Test execution is also performed by AVL, however the
computationally costly simulations need to be performed on a
powerful computing environment. In our case this is a server
from AVL where the test scenarios are executed on the virtual
driving test platform. The sever however is used by multiple
in-house clients and requires to be scheduled in advance in
order to perform computations, reserving a time slot and the
required computation time. Once AVL receives the testing
results to a test suite, they are post-processed and forwarded
to MATRIS where the analysis of the results is performed.
The transmission of test suites and the testing results between
the two parties is not (yet) automated, as the small number of
testing cycles did not demand for it so far. The structure of the
workflow of the combinatorial testing cycle in the considered
case study is depicted in Fig. 2.

The given structural and infrastructural circumstances entail
certain hurdles in our joint undertaking. Particularly the fact
that test generation needs to be performed separate from the
test execution platform, and the fact that test execution re-
quires booking of computational resources timely in advance,
required us to follow an adequate CT-FLA method. Prominent
adaptive CT-FLA methods such as the one presented in [20] do
rely on a frequent communication between test execution unit
and the test generation unit. In order to keep the overhead
introduced through test suite scheduling low, the used CT-
FLA method should not depend on a frequent communication
between the test generation unit and the test execution unit.
However, application of a non-adaptive CT-FLA method is
also not possible, since such are (currently) only applicable

Algorithm 1 CT-FLA APPROACH

Require: initial test strength t0, maximal test strength tmax or testing budget
1: model SUT via IPM and constraints
2: generate initial test suite Tt of strength t← t0
3: while t ≤ tmax and testing budget not exceeded do
4: execute tests in Tt  oracle results ot
5: potentialFITs← all i-way interactions for i ≤ t that do not
6: appear in any passing tests
7: Tt+1 ← TestSuiteGeneration(t, potentialFITst)
8: t← t+ 1
9: end while

10: return potentialFITs

TESTSUITEGENERATION(t, potentialFITst)
11: Tt+1 = ∅
12: for all t-way interactions τ ∈ potentialFITst do
13: construct separating test rτ for τ , containing minimized number of

other elements of potentialFITst
14: add test rτ to Tt+1

15: end for
16: extend Tt+1 to a CA of strength t+ 1
17: return Tt+1

and available for a small number of FITs with a small strength,
see e.g. [35] or [36] and references therein for descriptions of
non-adaptive CT-FLA methods.

Hence we opted to realize an adaptive CT-FLA approach
(Algorithm 1), that allows to have a low frequent commu-
nication between test execution and generation unit, which
works as follows. The initial test suite is derived from a CA of
strength t for the given IPM and respecting the constraints. The
tests are executed and the execution oracle, which is realized
through measuring the minimal occurring TTC in a scenario,
categorizes them in failing tests (respectively crash scenarios)
or passing tests (respectively non-crash scenarios). Based on
the testing results we analyze the test suite and identify all
t-way interactions that appear in at least one passing test. All
remaining t-way interactions constitute the potentially failure
inducing t-way interactions (potential FITs), also known as
suspicious combinations as they are referred to in [19]. Based
on this, the test suite for the next round is computed, which is
derived from a CA of strength t+1. Thereby we aim to enrich
the generated CA with the additional separation property, that
each potential FIT appears in a test case that covers no other
potential FIT. In some cases this might not be possible for
all potential FITs, for example due to given constraints in the
IPM, or simply due to the sheer number of potential FITs (as is
the case this case study). Therefore for each potential FIT we
generate a test that minimizes the number other FITs covered
by the test. Algorithm 1 gives a high level description of the
realized CT-FLA approach.

IV. CASE STUDY

Following we give a description of the testing infrastructure,
i.e. the virtual driving test platform, the considered AEB func-
tion, and the translation of test cases to executable scenarios.
We further describe the IPM with constraints used to model
the input to the virtual driving test platform as well as the
considered testing oracles and the test execution environment.



a) System Under Test: In our case study we consider
an AEB test procedure as defined by the European New Car
Assessment Programme [37], also known as Euro NCAP, a
well-established vehicle safety assessment organization.

Euro NCAP introduced a test protocol for AEB test scenario
classes based on frequent accident situations. The set-up for
these scenario classes is provided in detail, together with
relevant parameters and value ranges, which allow to define
concrete test scenarios that are executable on test site or in
simulation.

In order to translate parameter-value assignments to exe-
cutable test scenarios, we first convert it into an XML format
according to the standardized OpenScenario specification [38],
an open file format for the description of dynamic contents
for vehicle driving simulations. The scenario descriptions are
finally input to the automated test execution and evaluation
framework. Following, we briefly describe the setup of the
framework and the comprised models enabling to run and
evaluate the scenario simulations. As the main environment
we use AVL’s Model.Connect [39] co-simulation platform in
order to integrate and connect required models. For executing
the given test scenarios, the virtual driving environment Virtual
Test Drive from Hexagon AB [40] is used. In addition the
AVL VSM tool to represent realistic vehicle dynamics, an
AEB function, and a control model to select the target object
during scenario execution are implemented. These models and
tools are linked in the platform, to enable the exchange of
information during run-time. Further a crash reporting tool is
connected to automatically evaluate the results related to the
executed scenario criticality.

The AEB function is designed to automatically perform a
braking manoeuvre upon detection of a potential collision. The
investigated prototypical AEB function was developed in the
course of internal research activities from AVL and is solely
used for demonstration purpose. The system comprises two
main components: the vision system and the brake control
system. The first is based on a radar sensor model and the
second comprises a target object selection algorithm and the
AEB function. As soon as an object (e.g. a leading vehicle,
or a pedestrian walking orthogonal to the traffic lane) enters
the radar’s cone-shaped field of view (see Fig. 3), the sensor
(radar) will detect the object and identify its position and its
relative speed compared to the ego vehicle. The radar in this
setup is an ideal sensor, no influence of outside noise or other
physical phenomena will have any influence on detection.
The radar will always detect an object within its cone-shaped
detection area. The information from the radar is fed into
the target object selection algorithm, which selects the target
object based on criticality of its influence on the ego vehicle.
The target object information is then forwarded to the AEB
function where the minimum required braking time towards
that object is calculated, and a velocity-dependent time safety
margin is added. When the calculated TTC is equal to or goes
below the bound TTCcritical, a braking maneuver is initiated.

b) IPM: The IPM modelling the input to the virtual
driving test platform was previously derived in [7] using

Fig. 3: Excerpt from the visualization of a driving scenario,
visualizing the Ego vehicle’s cone-shaped radar field of view
in yellow, and the blind area in the red.

methods presented in [9], and was already used in previous
works [11] and [8]. We refer the interested reader to [7] for
the details on the IPM derivation. The IPM consists of 39
parameters, with the following domain sizes

(3, 3, 31, 3, 5, 1, 6, 4, 12, 12, 12, 10, 14, 12, 12, 12, 10, 14, (1)
31, 4, 3, 20, 9, 3, 3, 31, 4, 3, 20, 9, 3, 3, 31, 4, 3, 20, 9, 3, 3).

When sorting these in descending order, we obtain
(314, 203, 142, 126, 102, 93, 6, 5, 44, 312, 1), where we use an
exponent notation, i.e. xy means that there are y parameters
that can take x values. Additionally there are 42 constraints
formulated on the parameters of the IPM, which are expressed
as quantifier-free Boolean linear arithmetic formulas. Each
constraint uses between two and six parameters of the IPM.
When deriving the set of minimal forbidden s-way interac-
tions, that are implicitly forbidden by these constraints, we
obtain a list of 1225 s-way interactions of lengths 1 ≤ s ≤ 4.

c) Oracle: As mentioned in Section III the testing oracle
is realized through a method that distinguishes critical from
non-critical scenarios. This method is based on the time-to-
collision measured throughout a scenario. In this case study
we are interested in identifying the most critical scenarios, i.e.
collisions, which represent AEB failure. This is realized by
the oracle function CRS (for CRash Scenario), which assesses
any scenario with a TTC equal to or almost zero as a crash.

d) Execution environment: The test execution in form of
driving scenario co-simulation is using two locally connected
machines. The first is an Intel Xeon Silver 4214 with a CPU
clocked at 2.2GHz and an NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 graph-
ics card (running Windows 10 as operating system), which
runs the co-simulation platform Model.CONNECT, simulates
the vehicle dynamic using AVL VSM, and the AEB function,
as well as performing pre-processing of the test cases. The
second machine has an Intel Core i7-9700K CPU clocked at
3.6GHz and an NVIDIA Geforce RTX 2070 SUPER graphics
card (running Linux Ubuntu 18.04 as operating system) and is
used for the driving environment and sensor simulation using
Virtual Test Drive by Hexagon AB [40].



TABLE II: Overview of the results after two rounds of testing
of the virtual driving test platform following Algorithm 1.

Test Strength # Scenarios CRS potential potential
suite t # Tests oracle 2-FITs 3-FITs
T2 2 994 178 5680 395804
T3 3 39061 7928 0 125789

In this execution environment, the simulation of a single
scenario took on average 38 seconds including pre-processing.
The exact execution time depends on the scenario outcome,
e.g. if the ego vehicle brakes and stops, the scenario simulation
is considered completed and is terminated, leading to a shorter
execution time.

e) Combinatorial Test Suites: Following the CT-FLA
approach given in Algorithm 1, the initial test strength was
set to be two, t0 = 2. There was no upper bound for the
strength specified, i.e. tmax = 39 as there are 39 parameters,
for the reason that the limiting factor was the testing budget,
given by the available time on the test execution unit, which
main capacities are required for other projects. The initial test
suite T2 was based on a CA of strength two respecting the
given constraints, having 994 rows, i.e. yielding that many
driving scenarios. The test suite T3 for the second iteration of
the work-flow was based on a CA of strength three, optimizing
separation of all potential 2-way FITs derived from the first
iteration; it consists of 39061 rows. There where not enough
resources, time and computing capacity, in order to perform a
third round of testing.

V. RESULTS

Following we detail the results of the simulation of the
driving scenarios performed in the course of this case study,
reporting the number of potential FITs identified in the in-
dividual testing rounds. Thereafter we evaluate and discuss
these results, where we also quantify over the appearance
of parameters involved in these FITs. We further give some
impressions from the visualization of the potential FITs that
are most likely responsible (from a CT-FLA point of view)
for crashes in the scenarios they appear in, and report on their
assessment through a domain expert.

An overview of the simulation results is given in Table II.
The simulation of the 994 scenarios derived from the strength
t = 2 test suite T2, resulted in 178 crash scenarios, respec-
tively failing tests. In the parameter specifications of these
scenarios we identified 5680 potential 2-way FITs, respectively
potential 2-way crash inducing interactions. For the sake of
completeness we also report that based on this test suite we
identified 395804 potential 3-way FITs, respectively 3-way
crash inducing interactions. However, that this number has
little to no informative value becomes clear when considering,
that the test suite T2 misses to cover 5659100 different 3-way
interactions that respect the given constraints.

According to Algorithm 1 we generated the test suite T3, by
generating tests aiming for separation of the 5680 potential 2-
way FITs, i.e. covering each if them in an individual test case.

TABLE III: The first row shows the quantities of potential 3-
way FITs, appearing in the number of failing tests, i.e. crash
scenarios, given in the second row.

# pot. 3-FITs 1 1 1 4 8 19 117 387 1634 6500 25872 91245
# failing tests 60 53 46 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1they appear

This resulted in 192 tests, where 5417 of the potential 2-way
FITs appeared with no other potential 2-way FIT in a test,
and the remaining 263 where covered in 64 additional tests.
We note again, that a full separation was not possible due to
the high number of failing tests, almost 18% of tests, the high
number of potential 2-way FITs and the given constraints.

These tests for separating the potential 2-FITs where then
extended to a CA of strength t = 3, which in sum constitute
the test suite T3. From the 39061 scenarios 7928 resulted in
a crash, which are more than 20%. Notably, based on these
results it was possible to rule out that any 2-way interaction
is crash inducing, as each appears in at least one of the
passing tests of T2∪T3. However, a very high number 125789
of potential 3-way FITs remains. Although we drastically
reduced the number of potential 3-way FITs compared the
first round of testing, this number remains too high, rendering
another test set of separating tests not executable due to test
budget constraints. Recall that the execution consumes about
38 seconds, thus a test suite with over 100000 tests would
roughly take one and a half month to execute. Even more so,
testing with a test suite based on a CA of strength t = 4 is
not possible, as such a test suite would contain roughly one
million of scenarios – recall that the four largest parameter
domains contain 31 values, which causes a strength 4 CA to
have at least 314 = 923521 rows.

Given the time constraints, it was also not possible to
perform another round of testing. This is why we focused on
a more detailed analysis of the potential 3-way interactions
obtained so far.

A. Further Analysis Based on Potential 3-way FITs

Investigating the results obtained from the the second round
of testing closer, we can make the following qualitative dif-
ferentiation. For the 125789 potentially 3-way FITs, we count
for each in how many failing test it appears. This leads to
the distribution given in Table III. These numbers show that
the largest fraction of potential 3-way FITs appear only in a
small number of failing tests, while on the other hand there are
three potential 3-way FITs that are outstanding from all the
others, appearing in 60, 53, and 46 failing tests respectively.
This difference by itself suggests that these potentially 3-way
FITs are of special interest. For us this is reason enough to
investigate them even closer, documented in the following
subsection.

Aside from the frequencies of appearances of potential 3-
way FITs in failing tests, we also considered the frequencies
of parameters appearing in potential 3-way FITs, i.e. for each
parameter we count how often it appears (with any value) in
the set of potential 3-way FITs. Referring to the IPM domain



sizes given in equation (2), the third parameter has the highest
number of appearances, contributing to 62557 potential 3-way
FITs. Dividing by this maximal value, we get the following
vector of frequencies normalized to 62557:

(0.02, 0.01, 1.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.01, 0.08, (2)
0.08, 0.07, 0.03, 0.12, 0.10, 0.10, 0.10, 0.05, 0.13, 0.99,
0.00, 0.00, 0.33, 0.01, 0.00, 0.00, 0.99, 0.00, 0.00, 0.36,

0.02, 0.00, 0.00, 1.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.40, 0.02, 0.00, 0.00)

We see that the parameters with large domain sizes coin-
cide with the parameters that have the highest frequency of
appearances in potential 3-way FITs, where it is worth to
mention that these frequencies ≥ 0.99 (displayed bold in
(3)) are roughly three times larger than the frequencies of
a second group of parameters appearing ≥ 0.33 (displayed
italics in (3)), and larger by almost one or multiple orders
of magnitude compared to the other frequencies. A threat
to validity for this presented measure is that the applied
test suites are CAs, i.e. all 2-way and 3-way interactions
are covered, hence it may penalize some parameters based
on their large domain size. Assume there was a 2-way FIT
between two Boolean parameters, in a CA of strength t = 3 a
parameter with v different values appears in at least v different
failing tests; for a v very large compared to the other domain
sizes, this can cause a skew distribution. Therefore we also
consider for each parameter how often it appears in the set
of potential 3-way FITs relative to its domain size. Again the
third parameter achieves the highest measure, where each of
the 31 values appears on average 2017.97 = 62557/31 in
potential 3-way FITs. Dividing by this maximal value, we
get the following vector of frequencies per parameter value
normalized to 2017.97 appearances (again referring to the IPM
domain sizes given in equation (2)):

(0.18, 0.06, 1.0, 0.00, 0.01, 0.00, 0.00, 0.08, 0.20, (3)
0.21, 0.19, 0.10, 0.28, 0.26, 0.27, 0.26, 0.14, 0.29, 0.99,
0.00, 0.00, 0.52, 0.04, 0.00, 0.00, 0.99, 0.00, 0.00, 0.56,

0.05, 0.00, 0.00, 1.00, 0.02, 0.04, 0.61, 0.07, 0.00, 0.04)

The frequencies per parameter given in equation (4) exhibit
a very similar pattern to the one in equation (3). In fact it is
the same set of parameters that achieve a frequency ≥ 0.99.
When we look at the input-values that are modelled by these
parameters, we find that all four of them model the start speed
of road users:

EgoVehicleStartSpeed (4)
Object1StartSpeed

Object2StartSpeed

Object3StartSpeed

a result that seems reasonable when considering that our
investigations pertain traffic and crash scenarios.

1) Comments on IPM Reduction: Finally we also counted
how often each parameter-value appears in the potential 3-
way FITs. Clearly, the previously identified parameters that
appear with a high frequency in the potential 3-way FITs,
also have values with a high presence in those. But more
interestingly is the insight that there are also parameter-values
that do not appear in any of the 125789 potential 3-way FITs.
We therefore refer to them as 3-way safe values. The 3-way
safe values contain potential for reducing the IPM for future
scenario generation, by removing any value from it that does
not appear in any of the potential 3-way FITs. Such an IPM
reduction can allow to derive critical scenarios more efficiently
in future testing cycles – A potentially valuable input for
practitioners.

Generalizing, the above concept gives rise to the notion of
t-way safe values, that are parameter-values that do not appear
in any failing test of a given t-way test set. We plan to explore
this notion in its general form more in the future.

B. Review of a Domain Expert
In order to get a better understanding of the results obtained

from Algorithm 1, and to get an insight of the meaning of
CT-FLA for automated driving function testing, we asked a
domain expert from the field of autonomous driving testing
for an opinion on our results. Since it is infeasible to give
feedback on each individual of the 125789 potential 3-way
FITs, our domain expert considered the three potential 3-way
FITs that most likely cause crash scenarios, i.e. the ones that
appear in 60, 53 respectively 46 failing tests, see Table III.
Listing these in the given order, in the format (parametera =
valuea, parameterb = valueb, parameterc = valuec) they
reveal as:
(EgoV ehicleOffset = 2, Pedestrain1StartSpeed = 0.56, Pedestrain1Offset = 4),

(EgoV ehicleOffset = 2, Pedestrain1StartSpeed = 0.28, Pedestrain1Offset = 4),

(EgoV ehicleOffset = 2, Pedestrain1StartSpeed = 0.56, Pedestrain1Offset = 3).

First, we note that interestingly the parameters appearing
in these potential 3-way FITs are different from the four
parameters given in equation (5) that appear with highest
frequencies in the potential 3-way FITs. This fact gives a
valuable first indication for the meaningfulness of CT-FLA in
the domain of virtual validation and verification of automated
driving functions.

For each of these 3-way interactions, we arbitrarily selected
five (failing) tests where they appear in. Recall, since they are
potential FITs, all tests that cover the 3-way interactions must
be failing. The corresponding driving scenarios, 15 in total,
have been simulated and evaluated visually by the domain
expert. In Figure 4 we show excerpts from one of the five
scenarios for each of the three 3-way interactions.

The assessment of the domain expert after evaluating the
15 scenarios can be summarized as follows. All scenarios
provided, covering the identified 3-way interactions have the
same root cause for the crash: The vehicle is unable to detect
an object, or it loses an object during operation, thus not
reacting on time or not even reacting to an imminent collision.
Further, a large majority of crashes in the scenarios are side-
wards collisions with the ego vehicle.

This lead the domain expert to give the following explana-
tion of these outcomes: Since an ideal object sensor is used



(EgoVehicleOffset=2,Pedestrain1StartSpeed=0.56,Pedestrain1Offset=4)

(EgoVehicleOffset=2,Pedestrain1StartSpeed=0.28,Pedestrain1Offset=4)

(EgoVehicleOffset=2,Pedestrain1StartSpeed=0.56,Pedestrain1Offset=3)

Fig. 4: Excerpts from driving scenarios derived from tests that
cover the three potential 3-way FITs that appear in the highest
number of failing tests, i.e. crash scenarios.

in the simulations, there are no detection issues if an object is
within the radar field of view (see the yellow cone-shape in
Fig. 3), while objects outside this area, the red area in Fig. 3,
will not be detected. Scenario specifications, i.e. parameter
values that impact the position (offset) of the ego vehicle
and relevant objects to the side of the ego vehicle outside of
the cone-shaped detection area will contribute more towards
outcomes with a collision.

VI. THREATS TO VALIDITY

There are some clear threats to validity regarding the results
of this case study. First and foremost, it is unfortunate, that we

could not perform further rounds of combinatorial testing. To
elaborate, it is not clear in how far identified (potential) FITs
are responsible for crash scenarios in the virtual driving test
platform. In our analysis of the testing results obtained so far
we therefore had to rely on relative frequencies of potential
FITs, instead of precisely identified FITs in terms of CT-
FLA. Further, we applied our CT-FLA approach in a specific
testing set-up - the virtual driving test platform at AVL - which
is based on the framework AVL Model.Connect [39] as co-
simulation platform which assembles the three parts (1) AVL
VSM for vehicle dynamic simulation, (2) VTD from VIRES
[40] as a virtual driving environment and (3) the AEB function
developed by AVL for internal research activities. Albeit, this
is an important first step in applying CT-FLA methods for
virtual testing of automated driving functions, this certainly
does not allow for generalization to arbitrary virtual driving
test platforms and functions.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this case study we have demonstrated that CT-FLA
methods are applicable to screen parameter settings to identify
(potential) crash inducing value combinations in a virtual
driving function test platform at AVL List GmbH. In our study
we were able to drastically reduce the number of potential
crash inducing t-way interactions: our results show that there
are no such 2-way interactions, and we reduced the potential
crash inducing 3-way interactions by two thirds. Further, we
have identified a set of 3-way safe values, i.e. parameter-
values that certainly do not appear in any crash inducing 3-way
interaction, which bears the potential for an IPM reduction.
While it was not possible to identify t-way interactions that
certainly lead to a crash, we were able to identify three very
likely crash inducing 3-way interactions, which can serve as
valuable input to test engineers. A first review by a domain
expert indicates that the three identified 3-way interactions lead
to scenarios that result in similar types of crashes.

VIII. OUTLOOK

The application of other CT-FLA methods, e.g. ones known
in the literature [19], [20], to the same SUT will be of
interest in order to compare the obtained results. However,
in order to do so it will be required to enhance the test
execution setup to allow for a better communication between
the test execution unit and the test generation unit, see also the
discussion in Section III. This however will require changes
in the infrastructure underlying the setup and is therefore kept
for onward future work. As part of our immediate future work
we will consider multiple oracle functions that differentiate
between different types of crashes. Further, we want to execute
more tests coming from CT. In particular, as testing with a
CA of strength t = 4 is infeasible due to test suite size
and execution time, we plan to follow a different approach
to further reduce the number of potential 3-way FITs, or
to increase certainty that specific 3-way interactions lead to
crash scenarios. Finally, it is possible to consider also other
automated driving functions in the experimental setup.
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